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Dear Customer,
B2B Communications would like to inform all customers of the latest AutoSwitch Legislation coming into
force on July 1st 2019. The differences in processing across the networks and the effect on the way you
can port or cease mobile numbers are outlined below:
What is AutoSwitch?
AutoSwitch is new legislation implemented from 1st July 2019 throughout the Mobile industry and is
aimed at simplifying the process of changing providers for the end customer.
Ofcom states that the below difficulties often deter customers who wish to switch mobile provider,
meaning they lose out on competitive packages. They believe that these reforms will drive competition
and provide greater choice for customers.
The main difficulties experienced:
i) Unnecessary time and difficulties progressing the switch
ii) Double payment
iii) Loss of service
Please see below for a link to the legislation outlined by Ofcom:
Consumer Switching Statement
Methods for switching
PAC CODE: Porting Authorisation Code – Same as today, allows a customer to transfer their current
number to a new provider.
STAC CODE: Service Termination Authorisation Code – Allows a customer to transfer their mobile service to a new provider without taking their number with them.
SWITCHING INFORMATION: Switching Information – Allows a customer to receive a summary of any
Early Termination fees and outstanding balances if they decided to switch.
Processing for Partners
The process for how B2B Communications manages PAC and STAC requests on Vodafone, O2 and EE
are different. Also, the size of the customer account or the number of PAC or STAC request being made
will also affect the way the request is made.
GDPR / save call
Part of the Ofcom legislation states that an attempt to save a customer cannot be made in any way
before the PAC or STAC is provided back to the customer. Once the customer has their PAC or STAC,
B2B Communications cannot contact a customer if they do not have the contact/marketing permissions
agreed from the customer as part of GDPR, set out in May 2018. Ofcom can issue costly fines to any
company found in breach of these rules.
Please see below a Guide for each of the networks, broken down from 1 CTN, 2-24 CTNs and 25+.
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B2B Communications are unable to request PAC or STAC codes on EE on behalf of
the customer. All requests for PAC and STAC codes must be requested directly with
the network.
EE | Single number accounts only
Customer sends an SMS to EE
If the customer sends a text to EE to request a PAC or STAC, EE will respond within 60
seconds. Multi-sub accounts cannot use SMS.
Text PAC to 65075 to request to leave with number
Text STAC to 75075 to request to leave without number
Text INFO to 85075 to request information on the impact of switching
EE | 2-24 CTNS
Customer calls EE Customer Services
If the customer calls EE Customer Services (150) they will be provided with their PAC
or STAC verbally over the phone with a follow up SMS to be sent within 24hrs of the
interaction ending.
Customer makes a request online
The customer can make a request for a PAC or STAC code online by logging in or
creating a MYEE account. The PAC or STAC code will be displayed on screen and sent
via SMS to the customer within 2hrs.
Customer contacts B2B Communications
To meet with the compliance SLAs, Partners must advise end customers that requests for a PAC or STAC code must be redirected directly to EE.
EE | Corporate
Any requests for PAC or STAC codes for EE Corporate customers follow the current
BAU process with a 5 day SLA. Request need to be made as an InTouch job with a
written confirmation of the request from the customer on company letterhead via
B2B Communications.
Porting to EE process change
In an important change to the current process, if B2B Communications is porting
a customer into EE from another network, instead of waiting for the old SIM to lose
connection before putting in their new SIM card, customers will now be able to trigger the port process themselves. As soon as the customer puts their new EE SIM into
their device the first network attach will initial the port process.
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B2B Communications are unable to request PAC or STAC codes on O2 on behalf of
the customer. All requests for PAC and STAC codes must be requested directly with
the network.
O2 | Single number accounts only
Customer sends an SMS to O2 Customer Services
If the customer sends a text to O2 to request a PAC or STAC, O2 will respond within
two working days.
Text PAC to 65075 to request to leave with number
Text STAC to 75075 to request to leave without number
Text INFO to 85075 to request information on the impact of switching
O2 | 2-24 CTNS
Customer calls O2 Customer Services
If the customer calls O2 Customer Services (8002) a PAC or STAC will be provided
immediately or if that is not possible, a call back will be arranged within 2 hours.
Switching information is to be provided within 2 working days by email or online if the
customer has a My O2 Business account.
Customer makes a request online
The customer can make a request for a PAC or STAC code online by logging in or
creating a My O2 Business account. Once requested online, the customer will have
access to switching information online within 2 working days. This is also confirmed
by email.
Customer contacts B2B Communications
To meet with the compliance SLAs, B2B Communications must advise end customers
that requests for a PAC or STAC code must be redirected directly to the O2.
O2 | 25+ CTNS
Any PAC or STAC requests on O2 over 25 CTNs isn’t covered under the new regulation and the bulk process remains unchanged with a 10 day SLA.
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VODAFONE | Single number accounts only
Customer sends an SMS to Vodafone Customer Services (Gemini only)
If the customer sends a text to Vodafone to request a PAC or STAC, Vodafone will respond
within 24hrs with an email address for the customer to complete the request. Once the email
is received Vodafone will provide the PAC or STAC Code within 2 working days.
Text PAC to 65075 to request to leave with number
Text STAC to 75075 to request to leave without number
Text INFO to 85075 to request information on the impact of switching
VODAFONE | 2-24 CTNS
Customer calls Vodafone Customer Services (Gemini only)
If the customer calls Vodafone Customer Services (191) they will be advised to contact their
telecoms provider (B2B Communications/ Rushdan Ltd) to make a request for the PAC or
STAC code. Once contacted, B2B Communications follows the process below. Its important
to remember the 2hr processing window starts when the end customer has spoken to B2B
Communications.
Customer makes a request online (Gemini only)
The customer can make a request for a PAC or STAC code online by logging in or creating an
on-line Vodafone account. If registering for the first time, the customer must base the account
on the oldest number. Once logged in the customer will see their number with a tick box
against it, they will just need to tick the box and the PAC/STAC will be shown.
Customer contacts B2B Communications (Gemini only)
If the end customer contacts B2B Communications directly, the 2hr processing window starts
from this point in the request. The request for the PAC or STAC will be made by creating a
new job on InTouch choosing the PAC/STAC job type and then calling through to the DWS
Vodafone Connections Team to ensure the job is picked up.
NB. Depending on call volumes at both DWS/ Vodafone, it may be possible to hold while the
PAC or STAC is obtained, however, please keep in mind, a PAC or STAC is allocated to each
individual CTN, meaning large requests will take longer.
Requests for PAC or STAC codes must be raised before 3pm on Intouch to ensure a same day
turn around. Any request after 3pm will be fulfilled the next working day.
25+ CTNs (Gemini and Zygo)
Any requests for 25+ CTNs reverts back to standard 10 day SLA for requesting a PAC or STAC
code. B2B Communications must send the request through to DWS/ Vodafone as a PAC/STAC
InTouch job & upload the customer letter (Gemini) or email (Zygo) confirming their request.
PAC and STAC requests on Zygo (1+ requests)
Requests for PAC or STAC codes on the Zygo billing platform can either be raised via by a
STAC/PAC job type on InTouch, uploading the customer request email, or the customer can
email Vodafone directly, there will be no development for SMS or online billing requests on
this billing platform.
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